
 

 

OPEN CRD ARTIF. DESCRIPTION NEG RESPONSES    SUBSEQUENT AUCTION  MODIFICATIONS OVER 
     DBL           COMPETITION AND WITH 
     THRU           PASSED PARTNER 
 

PASS 13 - <11H  4 -     -     -  

1  2 - 11-22HL 4 texas – Walsh on 1   XYZ (double deux) Roudi after  2NT after double with a fit. 

1  5 (4)  11-22HL 4 3// splinter    1-1Maj-1NT Check-back after   

           1-1Maj-2NT 

1  5 - 11-22HL 4 2natural forcing or weak support  on 2, 2artificial and strong 

2 8-10S, 3 6-7S, 5 weak with 5  2NT game try    Single raise is weak. Drury  

 Bergen raises, 2 strong  new suit: natural trial bid   Jump shows good suit +fit. 2/1  

 2NT fit 4 cards 11+S   3 pre-empt    6-11 non forcing 

1  5 - 11-22HL 4 see 1          see 1  
 

1NT - - 15-17HL balanced 2 stayman (may be weak)  2 forcing relay. 

      2/2/2/3 texas ///  1NT-2/-3/ min    Rubensohl, optional double. 

      3minor 2 suiter, splinter  1NT-2/-2SA  4 card fit 4432  1NT  X  - forcing to XX & XX is texas . 

      4 major 2 suiter, splinter      

2  -  Almost game - 2  forcing relay   2-2/-2NT may include a singleton X by responder is weak 

   forcing   2/2 non forcing relay, max 4 H. 2-23/3 with 4/4and 6 X by opener is take-out  

      2NT 3// texas with 6 cards or 5-5      pass is forcing 
 

2 -  22-23H balanced or  2 is a negative relay        X by responder is for penalty 

   weak two in a major 2 is preemptive in hearts       X by opener is take-out 
   or minor 2 suiter  2 NT positive relay 
   20H +   Preemptive raises 
 

2 4 - weak major 2 suiter 2NT positive relay 
 

2 5 - weak 2 suiter 6-11H 2NT strong relay, preemptive raises      2NT after double : strong raise   

   5-4+ NVul, 5-5+ Vul 3 to play in the 2nd suit     

   Suit bid + one minor 3 texas, with limit raise or weak or 

      strong with 6 
2NT - - 20-21H balanced Puppet stayman - texas 
 

3 6 - constructive - new suit forcing, preemptive raises  SLAM APPROACH AND CONVENTIONS  

3 6 - preemptive - new suit forcing     RKCB 30 41 2 2 + Q 

3NT - - gambling - 4 forcing, other non forcing   Raise to 5 of a major asks for the control of a suit or quantitative. 

4 7 - preemptive        Minor suit overcall on BW : pass=30, X=41, etc...  

4 7 - preemptive - new suit forcing     Cue-bid - X, pass = no control, other = single or K, XX = void or A,  
            Italian cue-bid. Splinter. 3NT with two high cards in trump suit. 

4 SA   blackwood            


